About Us
Maximum Communications, Inc. is a newly formed Minnesota company that was created to deliver “Anytime-Anywhere-Always Affordable”™ high speed wireless broadband services exclusively to under served and often overlooked rural communities throughout America. Utilizing the Y MAX and 365i brands names, the company delivers four (4) unique classes of service to our customer’s right from the start. Those services will include: high speed wireless internet data services and voice over internet phone services, entertainment with on-demand capabilities, and our unique community market and social networking feature designed exclusively for helping local communities to connect with each other and the outside world. All of this will be delivered on a portable and mobile basis to customers within our Y MAX and 365i footprint, using advanced but proven technology, similar to that of advanced cellular networks.

What We Are Building
Within the next five years, Maximum Communications Inc intends to serve over 250 communities throughout the Midwest, making our services available to approximately 2 million people primarily in rural and select rural tourist markets. Our wireless broadband network solution will connect customers to the world and to each other through licensed or secured spectrum, as well as through our FCC granted and registered non exclusive licensed spectrum. Maximum Communications, Inc will deploy proven, dependable, and reliable technologies to deliver our high speed 802.16e Mobile WiMAX network to our customers. Where Wi-Fi™ allows for wireless broadband connectivity within the local area, our WiMAX Certified™ products will extend the broadband wireless network experience to the entire community or area. As WiMAX technologies advance globally over time, customers will be able to experience a “best connected” model connection. All of the equipment that we provide to connect customers to our internet network is of the “plug and play” variety, making it very easy to get started. And unless you live on the edge of our coverage area, there is no need for an external antenna on your house, no wasting your valuable time waiting for a technician to install a cable into your wall or a satellite dish on your roof, and no complicated activation process. Just buy it and use it! If you are unsure about whether or not you have signal or the right computer equipment to take advantage of this service, we can even make some recommendations to make the experience more worthwhile. And we will back up that service with our very own domestic customer service capabilities. So we will never leave you stranded.

Services We Will Offer
Our aim is to deliver our “anytime-anywhere-always affordable”™ urban like wireless broadband services and product offerings to Rural Americans. Our services will include:

- Wireless Broadband consumer data plans starting at around $30 per month for a minimum of 1.0Mbps download and up to 512Kbps upload speeds within the coverage area
- Broadband business data plans up to 4.0Mbps for downloads and 2.0Mbps upload speeds within the coverage area, plus some unique business features to assist small, medium and specialty enterprise needs
- Voice over internet plans for around $30 per month (with unlimited national calling)
- Entertainment Options starting at just $10/month
• Access to local web sites and our exclusive “My Y MAX” Community feature
• Plug and Play variety of Customer premise equipment and accessories
• Flexible billing options that include Yearly, Seasonal, Monthly, Weekly and Daily access offerings
• Community partnership programs designed to assist Communities with Educational remote learning programs, Health Care Provider access, First Responder and Government Agency support programs.
• Customizable Enterprise solutions to economically assist companies grow or manage resources remotely

How Maximum Communications, Inc Communities and Customers Will Benefit
At Maximum Communications, Inc we believe that in giving we shall receive. That is why we developed our Community Partnership program to help support community initiatives, and why we will initiate our own “green program” that involves making a contribution towards planting a tree for every customer that signs up on our service.

All of the communities we plan on servicing will reap tremendous social as well as economical benefits by having access to wireless broadband. As we all know, having access to basic broadband tools and networks is a necessity to be able to compete nationally and globally. Our services when combined with many of the local services that exist today will enable the communities we serve to prosper and hopefully change the quality of life in a positive manner.

Here is just a partial listing of some of the benefits installing broadband in communities brings:
• Greater economic development and employment opportunities
• Greater public safety and “first responder” support
• Dramatically improved vital services for citizens, including enhancing healthcare, education and assisting government agencies that serve these communities
• Lifestyle improvements when workers are empowered to work from home – more time with family, more flexibility
• Environmental benefits – does not mar the landscape, reduces emissions when there is less commuting going on in the community, etc.
• Gives kids from rural communities a reason to stay home

We would be very proud to provide you with our product, our passion and our commitment to delivering cost-effective, affordable, proven state-of-the-art wireless broadband services that you can use at Anytime, Anywhere within your community.

If you are interested in learning more about Maximum Communications Inc, or if you need assistance bringing broadband internet services to your community, please give us a call or send us an email to the following address. We would be delighted to assist you and we look forward to the opportunity of serving you soon.

Maximum Communications, Inc
Phone: 952-451-1956
Email: info@ymaxinc.com